With the rapid development of the Internet of Things(IoT), in the last decades, law enforcement agencies have deployed extensive sensor networks for public safety purposes. Diverse kinds of trajectories from the sensor networks provide an unprecedented opportunity for intelligence analysis. The geographic co-movement pattern has rarely been used by the police force to infer social connections, although it has been prevalent in other fields. The previous studies have mainly focused on a singular form of trajectories with exact co-locations, and the spread of the co-locations is over-looked. In this paper, we propose a novel framework for detecting co-occurrence patterns over multiplex trajectories. Firstly, We constructed the foundation for the discovery of co-occurrence events, namely space-time resonance honeycomb. It consists of multiple polygonal zones over sensor networks. Secondly, we transform all trajectories into a series of space-time prisms, and co-location activities are recorded using a sliding window approach. Thirdly, we propose a novel feature: Geo-Spread, which captures the extent of the co-location spread. In the end, we combine multiple features and employ Random Forest to predict social connections. We conduct extensive experiments on both the public dataset and the real-world surveillance dataset. Experiment results on all datasets prove the effectiveness of the proposed framework by outperforming the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Trajectories, as a series of chronologically ordered spatiotemporal points, are extremely valuable for the intelligence gathering and crime investigation. Public security bureau (PSB) fully utilize them to gain insight on underlying social networks. In the last decades, comprehensive sensor networks, such as traffic cams, face detectors, checkins, etc. have been deployed ubiquitously for public security purposes. Multiplex trajectories consist of trajectories gen-The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Rahim Rahmani. erated by different types of sensors. Co-occurrence indicates the fact of two objects occurring together simultaneously. As part of the intelligence analyzing process, the central question we are tackling is how to predict the potential social links between objects based on spatio-temporal cooccurrence events over multiplex trajectories.
Crime network analysis (CNA) is imperative for future crime prediction and prevention. The objects require attention from police outnumbers the number of police officers significantly. The overloaded workload forces law enforcement agencies to work with networks instead of focusing on individuals. Social network analysis (SNA) as a tool for VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ criminal intelligence [1] , have been applied to CNA in practice successfully [2] - [6] . It is widely acknowledged that in the criminology field that most of the criminal network is incomplete [7] . There are various kinds of reasons, such as lack of intelligence, evidence partially captured by surveillance systems, anti-detection strategies from criminals. As a result, some missing objects (nodes) and connections (links) pose potential threats that remain in the dark and likely mislead investigations. Therefore, Social connection inference has been one of the essential techniques in criminal intelligence analysis [8] that predicts the social relationships between objects based on different kinds of clues, such as phone calls, social network links and geographical meetups, etc. For privacy protection in social networks, there are two main approaches: anonymization [9] - [13] and secure multiparty computation (SMC) [14] - [17] . In the first approach, the sensitive information is anonymized in the network before making it available for analysis. It is believed that this method preserves privacy, and also allows for analysis to be made on the network. In the second approach, the network is held by multiple parties distributedly, and no party knows the global network. Moreover, SNA algorithms are designed in SMC fashion so that they can be performed securely without having to reveal the topology. For CNA, the data in such networks contain both criminals and non-criminals. It is crucial to protect sensitive information about non-criminals from being disclosed during the analysis process.
In our case, according to the regulations, investigators are authorized to have access only to the suspects under investigation. Furthermore, other non-criminals' privacy remains preserved even though somehow they are connected to those suspects. We have been utilizing some anonymization methods to reach this goal. Privacy protection in social networks is not a primary goal in this research. Therefore, we do not include further details in this paper.
The state-of-the-art CNA methods mainly utilize telecommunications and financial activities, such as wiretap records [2] , mobile phone intercepts [3] , and financial transactions [5] , [6] . We have barely seen researchers utilize spatio-temporal trajectories to contribute missing links to social networks, and the scarcity is even more noticeable when it comes to the intelligence analysis. In our study, we focus on spatio-temporal trajectories for social link inference.
Group pattern mining over trajectories is an effective way to study the spatio-temporal connections between objects. This method discovers groups of spatial objects that move together for a certain period, such as Flock [18] , Convoy [19] , Swarm [20] , Traveling companion [21] , Gathering [22] , Platoon [23] , etc. However, the patterns aforementioned cannot fit into our scenarios properly. The reasons are three-fold:
Firstly, these patterns mostly deal with a single type of trajectory, while we need to take multiple kinds of trajectories into account in our case. Secondly, the geographic space is either segmented into fixed-size grids or clustered by density in these patterns. Unfortunately, regarding space segmentation (known as spatio-temporal zonal construction in our case), real-world sensor networks have more complications. For fixed-size grids, sensors that close to each other might get separated by grids. For clustering based on density, space segmentation is entirely depending on how the sensors distributed. For instance, if the distance is set too big, the urban area might be segmented in a single group because the sensors are densely laid out. On the other hand, if the distance is set too small, the countryside might get divided into too many different groups since the sensors are relatively scattered. Therefore, we can not ignore the factors: road network information and region of interests (ROI) as to sensor clustering (grouping). Thirdly, researchers slice the timeline into fixed-size snapshots in previous studies. However, the co-occurrence events may get lost when they are separated into different snapshots. To address the problems aforementioned, we introduce in this paper a method that segments space into polygonal shapes based on sensor networks. Additionally, we take a sliding window approach to seize co-occurrence events.
Regarding connections between objects, it can be ''person to person,'' ''person to resource,'' or ''resource to resource'' connections. For example, two people check-in hotels at the same time is a ''person to person'' connection. On the contrary, two cars captured by a traffic cam is a ''resource to resource'' connection. The co-occurrence events between objects imply potential connections, which have different strengths. For instance, comparing to two objects bouncing into each other in the city center, two objects meeting up in a private house has a higher probability of being acquaintances. Many factors might affect the strength between objects: 1) Frequency: number of common places between two objects. 2) Popularity: how popular the place is from public or personal perspectives. 3) Diversity: how diverse the distribution of the meeting places. 4) Gap: the time interval distribution between two consecutive meetings. 5) Stability: the intensity of the meeting between two objects, which evaluates the irregularity of the meeting from time to time. 6) Duration: how long two objects have been meeting through the means of co-location. EBM [24] , PGT [25] , SCI + [26] , etc. utilize the factors above differently to predict acquaintance and stranger relationships. We propose a novel factor: Geo-Spread, to capture how the geographic diversity of the co-occurrence events affect the strength of the social connection.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows: 1) To the best of our knowledge, the state-of-the-art methods commonly overlook the complexity of spatiotemporal zonal construction in multiplex sensor networks environments. Our work proposes a novel approach to group the sensors for space segmentation with the road network and ROI fully considered. 2) In the criminology scene, as far as we know, this is the first attempt to infer the social connections purely based on spatio-temporal co-occurrence events over multiplex trajectories. 3) We propose a novel factor: Geo-Spread, to capture the magnitude of co-occurrence spread. Our study also reviews the applicability of the state-of-the-art factors and combine them with Geo-Spread to infer social connections.
II. RELATED WORK A. COMPANY GROUP PATTERN MINING
Group pattern mining over trajectory is a trendy hot field. Many researchers have studied well-known group patterns. Flock [18] is one of the patterns where groups travel together within a disk of some user-specified size for at least k consecutive time stamps. Convoy [19] is flock alike with flock's lossy-flock problem fixed by using a density-based clustering approach. The underlying pattern investigated in our study is similar to Swarm [20] that is a cluster of objects lasting at least k non-consecutive spatio-temporal snapshots. Traveling companion [21] is more like an incremental detection version of Convoy [19] and Swarm [20] . Gathering [22] requires at least several dedicated participators appearing in a userdefined number of clusters. Platoon [23] discovers groups of spatial objects that move together for a certain period.
B. INFERRING SOCIAL CONNECTION ON SPATIO-TEMPORAL CO-OCCURRENCE EVENTS
Our work is tightly related to social connection inferring based on spatio-temporal co-occurrence events. Numerous research streams have focused on this field. Table 1 shows the feature utilized by several critical related work. EBM [24] aforementioned make use of Entropy to analyze how the diversity of the co-occurrence events affects the strength of social connections while PGT [25] , on the other hand, deeply looks into how three factors: personal, global, temporal in co-occurrence events contribute to the social connection between two mobile users.
Fan et al. [28] propose a general co-movement pattern (GCMP) which models various co-moment patterns (Group, Swarm and Platoon, etc.) in a unified way. In GCMP, they introduce a new gap parameter G to pose a constraint on the temporal gap between two consecutive segments to avoid the loose-connection anomaly.
Crandall et al. [29] develop a framework for predicting latent social connection based on spatio-temporal cooccurrence between two objects. They apply this framework to publicly available data from a social media site. They discover that even a minimal number of co-occurrences can result in a high empirical likelihood of a social connection. The dataset used was 38 million geotagged photos from Flickr. Firstly, in this study, they divide geographic space into discrete cells of size s × s. Secondly, the spatio-temporal co-occurrence is counted in distinct cells. Lastly, the study group designs a probabilistic model to indicate how likely they know each other.
Xu et al. [30] calculate the counts of spatio-temporal cooccurrences of each student pair based on the transactions of students' campus cards. Instead of a fixed time-slicing method, the researchers acquire the co-occurrences events by using a sliding time-window method. By doing this, they manage to avoid the losses of the co-occurrence events. Then, the hierarchical encounter model is applied based on association rules to extract social networks by layer. Furthermore, an adaptive method is proposed to set the co-occurrence thresholds. The results suggest that the model infers the social networks of students with better fidelity, on both inter-major social connections and inter-grade social connections.
Njoo et al. [26] propose a framework called SCI + (Social Connection Inference) using co-locations. Also, they take features: frequency, popularity, diversity, stability and duration into consideration to distinguish real friends' meetings from strangers' coincidental meetings. The results exhibit better performance against the previous methods, such as PGT [25] and walk2friends [31] .
III. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, we propose a framework called ''Resonance'' for mining the co-occurrence connections over multiplex trajectories in sensor networks. The framework consists of four phases. Firstly, we segment space into resonance zones, which are polygonal zones constructed over sensors on the map. All the resonance zones form a foundation for the discovery of co-occurrence events, and we call it resonance honeycomb, as shown in Figure 1 . Secondly, with the time axis added as the third dimension, the resonance zones become 3D prisms, we refer them as resonance prisms, as shown in Figure 2a . We group all trajectory points into all resonance prisms and log all the co-occurrence events with a sliding window approach along with the time axis. Thirdly, we calculate all the features based on co-occurrence events. In the end, we feed all the features to a classifier to predict social connections.
A. SPATIO-TEMPORAL RESONANCE HONEYCOMB CONSTRUCTION
To find the potential co-occurrence events, space is segmented in different ways. In general, there are two main approaches for space segmentation from previous studies: fixed-size cells and density-based clusters. Both, to some extent, have flaws when it comes to our case.
Some studies transform the city into grids, and then the trajectory can be represented into a series of grid IDs [32] . In our case, space is segmented into polygonal shapes based on sensor networks. We utilize DBSCAN cluster the sensors. Previous clustering methods have rarely considered the road network information. As shown in Figure 3 , the euclidean distance between sensors A and B is closer than sensors A and C. However, the river between A and B makes the actual reachable distance between them much more significant. To solve this real-world issue, we cluster the sensors with the maximum reachable distance (MRD), which represents the reaching distance between two points from the real road network perspective. With parameter set properly, our method groups A and B into a zone, separates A and C in two isolated zones, which matches the ground-truth as expected.
Additionally, the ROI factor is crucial in our scenario. As shown in Figure 4 , the sensors are deployed denser in the urban area, in contrast, sparser in the countryside. Thus, we map the ROI information, such as urban, countryside, highway, motorway, to the different levels of MRD based on ground-truth knowledge. For example, MRD is set to 100 meters for the urban area while MRD is 400 meters for the countryside area.
Finally, after multiple rounds of clustering with different MRDs, we complete the construction of the resonance honeycomb, as shown in Figure 1 .
B. SLIDING PRISM FOR CO-OCCURRENCE EVENT RECORDING
After spatio-temporal resonance zones formed, we add in the time axis to form the resonance prisms, which is the 3D version of the resonance zones, as shown in Figure 2a . It is the foundation for mining the co-occurrence events. Instead of using fixed time slices, inspired by the notion of the sliding window, we come up with a sliding prism approach to group trajectories into different resonance prisms for further analysis. The approach manages to avoid the event loss issues [30] .
For each resonance zone, a sliding prism with a corresponding polygonal base is used to slide across the time axis like an elevator. As shown at the bottom of Figure 2b , it demonstrates the sliding process of Zone A in 2D. At the very beginning, it takes the first point in zone A as the start point and then logs all the co-occurrence events. After that, the prism slides ahead to the next point in zone A and log the co-occurrence events again. It keeps sliding and logging until it iterates over all the points of all trajectories that intersect zone A. We use T to contain all the trajectory points, and Z = {z 1 , . . . , z m } defines the entire collection of resonance zones. R is defined to store all the co-occurrence events. t m,n k represents the n th trajectory point in zone m and k indicates that the trajectory is from O k . r i,j =< s, e, z m > is a co-occurrence event between i and j. s, e is the start time and the end time of the sliding prism, and z m indicates zone m.
To give an illustration, suppose we have a set of trajectories shown in Figure 2 . Five objects' movements are captured by the sensors from zone A to D between 14:00 pm to 16:00 pm. The first 18 trajectory points are noted in Table 3 
. As shown in Figure 2b , the sliding window is set to a size of 20 minutes in this case. The points of the sliding window go through in zone A are (t a,1 2 , t a,2 3 , t a,3 1 , t a,4 2 , t a,5 1 , t a,6 1 , t a,7 2 , t a,8 3 ) in sequence.
In the sliding algorithm 1, the sliding process starts off the first trajectory point of a zone, and then it jumps through one point a time until it reaches the last point of the zone. All the zones can be processed in parallel, which provides the potentials to take advantage of extensive computational resources, such as Hadoop clusters. There are two types of duplicates we try to avoid in our method:
First, the co-occurrence events of two objects happens in a relatively short time, which is shorter than the length of the sliding window. For instance, two cell phones are detected by a WiFi hot-spot multiple times in a few seconds. for t m,n k ∈ T do 3: Slide the sliding window to the next incoming trajectory point: n th point in zone m. 4: s, e = sliding window's start time, end time. 5: for all co-occurrence events do 6: Record the event between O i and O j mutually: 7: r i,j ←< s, e, z m > 8:
Check duplicate over overlapping sliding windows:
> start_time(r i,j )) then 10: Ignore r i,j as a duplicate.
11:
else 12 :
end if 15: end for 16: end for 17: end for 18: return R illustrates the sliding process in detail for zone A. In the sliding window SW a,1 , the objects O 2 , O 3 , O 1 , O 2 show up sequentially, the valid co-occurrence relations are recorded as r 1,2 , r 1,3 , r 2,3 . It is worth pointing out that r 1,2 is only counted once instead of twice since the reason aforementioned.
Second, the same event is captured by two subsequent sliding windows. Thus, the design is to ignore the same cooccurrence relations if any sliding prisms are overlapping with the previous ones. As in Table 4 , take SW a,4 as an example, although O 2 and O 1 are detected in this window, the start time s of SW a,4 is 14:24, which is earlier than the end time of the previous three windows: 14:30, 14:32, 14: 40. Therefore, r 1,2 = <14:24, 14:44, z A > is seen as duplication and being dropped as invalid.
After all the zones are scanned thoroughly, all the co-occurrence events detected are stored in R. For example, R 1,2 is: {<14:10, 14:30, z A >, <15:43, 16:03, z A >} while R 2,3 is: {<14:10, 14:30, z A >, <14:30, 14:50, z B >, <14:41, 15:01, z C > <15:43, 16:03, z A >}. Storing all the events in this granularity allows us to weight contribution each co-location events differently.
C. GEO-SPREAD: FACTOR FOR CO-OCCURRENCE SPREAD
In our study, we propose a novel metric: Geo-Spread. We consider that two objects have a stronger social connection if they bump into each other in a lot of different places other than staying in a few places multiple times. Furthermore, the more spread-out the meetup places are, the tighter they are socially connected.
It is worth mentioning the difference between diversity and spread here. Existing studies utilize entropy to capture the uncertainty of the co-locations events [24] - [26] . Entropy-based approaches depend on the probabilities of the co-visiting locations, which only captures the disorder degree of them. It answers the question of how uncertain are the two objects' meetup places distributed. However, it does not answer ''how radical are these meetup places spread.'' As shown in Figure 5a and 5b, both cases have five different colocations from two different pairs of objects. With the same co-visit probabilities, the diversity scores are equal. Suppose each pair co-visits every place exactly once, the diversity scores by Shannon Entropy [24] are 5 for both. The diversity scores are exactly the same, which does not differentiate these two cases at all. But, The average distance among co-locations is 204,631.62 meters in 5a and 393.27 meters in 5b. Obviously, 5a has a more significant spread magnitude compared to 5b, which is the crucial thing we want to capture in our scenario.
We novelly propose a factor, namely Geo-Spread, to capture the magnitude of the co-locations spread, which indicates the broadness of two objects' meetup locations distributed. The Geo-Spread scores calculated following our Equation (4) are 16.46 and 8.23 for cases 5a and 5b, respectively. Therefore, Geo-Spread differentiates the two cases significantly as expected.
Firstly, for all the co-occurrence locations, Suppose there are N co-occurrence events between objects i and j. we calculate the mean of the latitudes as ϕ i,j and the longitudes as λ i,j . So, ϕ i,j , λ i,j represents the geometric center of all cooccurrence locations:
Then, we utilize the Haversine Formula [33] , which determines the great-circle distance between two points on a sphere given their longitudes and latitudes.
In Equation (2), d is the distance between the two points along a great circle of the sphere, r is the radius of the sphere. ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 are latitudes of point 1 and point 2 (in radians) while λ 1 , λ 2 represent the longitudes of point 1 and point 2 (in radians). So, the distance between a co-location point k and centroid is the distance between (ϕ k , λ k ) and (ϕ i,j , λ i,j ):
Lastly, we utilize the standard deviation of the distances between co-location points and the center point as the Geo-Spread score, noted as G S i,j , which indicates how drastic the co-locations spread out for the two objects i and j:
In our framework, we utilize Random Forest as the classification algorithm to predict hidden social connections. Other than making assumptions about what features to use and how much they weight, we consider that all features may have various contributions. So we do not drop any features without evaluating it. On the spatial side, we utilize frequency, personal popularity, global popularity, diversity, and also Geo-Spread proposed in our study. On the temporal side, we employ interval, duration, stability. All the features are calculated by using the equations in the following section and fed to the Random Forest classifier for training and evaluation. In our implementation, our method trains different feature combinations on the labeled dataset until it finds the one performing the best.
The dataset is enormous In our real scenario. We deal with roughly over 7 billion check-ins and 16 billion vehicle trajectory. The cell phone trajectory is even more significant. So, we make a few trade-offs to balance effectiveness and accuracy.
1) If the trajectory is reasonable dense, a few event loss does not harm the accuracy rate too much. We utilize fixed-length time slices instead of sliding windows to speed up the resonance honeycomb construction. 2) Instead of tuning the sensor network clustering multiple rounds, As shown in Figure 1 , we plot the resonance honeycomb on the map. In practice, we also develop a visual tool for the domain experts to revise it manually so that we can achieve the best resonance honeycomb reasonably fast. 3) Some feature calculations can be time-consuming. For instance, personal popularity in Equations 5, 6, 7. for every co-location, it requires to calculate its distance to all other locations, which makes the time complexity O(N 2 ). In this case, if we find the feature is not too critical for the final performance by co-relating to the labeled targets, we drop it deliberately at the feature engineering phase to gain some effectiveness.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on both public datasets and real-world datasets. The real multiplex trajectory dataset is provided by the police department, thanks to Sichuan PSB. Firstly, we review the datasets and their characteristics. Secondly, we evaluate the effectiveness of the new feature: Geo-Spread, by co-relating it to the labeled social connections, and also by comparing various feature combinations proposed in the previous studies. Lastly, we train a Random Forest classifier with multiple features, apply it to the public and the real-world datasets, and study the results by comparing our model to the state-of-the-art methods in the end.
A. DATASET AND METRICS
We use two public datasets: Gowalla and Brightkite, from SNAP(Stanford Network Analysis Project) [34] . They are both a location-based social networking website where users share their locations by checking-in. Additionally, friendship information among the users is collected, which can be employed to validate the effectiveness of the social connection inferring. Gowalla dataset consists of 196,591 nodes and 950,327 edges, a total of 6,442,890 check-ins of these users over the period of Feb. 2009 -Oct. 2010 while Brightkite dataset consists of 58,228 nodes and 214,078 edges and also a total of 4,491,143 checkins of these users over the period of Apr. 2008 -Oct. 2010. The statistics of the two datasets are listed in Table 5 . The data structure of the check-ins is in the form of {user, check-in time, latitude, longitude, location id}, e.g. {58186, 2008-12-03T21:09:14Z, 39.633321, -105.317215, ee8b88dea22411}.
It is worth mentioning the sparsity of the check-in trajectory. As shown in Figure 6a , from Feb 2009 to Oct 2010, almost 20 months, 80% of the users have a number of checkins less than 75. We can observe the same phenomenon in Brightkite as well in Figure 6b . Obviously, the sparsity nature of the check-ins poses a significant challenge to our study.
B. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Is Geo-Spread a valuable factor for inferring social connection based on spatio-temporal data? To answer this question, we carry out the performance comparison on the following features.
1) Frequency. The number of the co-locations as |R i,j |.
2) Personal Popularity. The personal popularity indicates the probability of an individual user visiting a location [25] . In Equation 5, ρ (i, loc k ) indicates the density of location, which semantically represents the probability to visit the location loc k . c d is a parameter that determines how fast the impact of a recorded location on its neighborhood falls as the distance increases. In Equation 6, w p ij (e k ) is the personal factor weight of the meeting event e k . G p ij in Equation 7 is the final score of the personal popularity between the objects i and j.
3) Global Popularity. Different from personal popularity, which considers an individual's probability of visiting a location, the global factor captures the popularity of a location to the general public. The global popularity score can be calculated by the Shannon entropy [24] , [25] . In Equation 8, P i,l is the probability of the user i visiting the location l while H l indicates the global popularity a location l using the probability of all objects visiting to this location. In Equation 9 , G g ij is the sum of global popularity over all meetup locations between two objects i and j.
4) Diversity. The diversity score can be calculated based on Shannon Entropy or Renyi Entropy. In the previous studies, researchers employ Renyi Entropy in EBM [24] while other studies utilize Shannon Entropy [25] , [26] . As shown in Equations 10, P l ij indicates the probability of user i and j co-visiting location l. H S ij in Equation 11 is the Shannon entropy while H R ij in Equation 13 represents the Renyi Entropy. D S ij and D R ij stand for diversity scores based on Shannon Entropy and Renyi Entropy, respectively. The parameter q, called the order of diversity, which controls the diversity's sensitivity to the local frequency.
5) Temporal Gap. A temporal factor indicates the meeting frequency weighted by the temporal correlation only. We use the equation from PGT [25] as follow:
6) Temporal Duration. The time duration feature indicates how long two objects have been meeting [26] . As shown in Equation 16 , the notation t i x,y denotes the timestamp of the i th co-occurrence event between objects O x and O y . Each co-occurrence event has been ordered by timestamp in ascending order. δ x,y is the difference between the last time: max(t i x,y ) and the earliest time: min(t i x,y ) of two objects' co-occurrences. To apply normalization to δ x,y , we get w δ (x, y) by dividing the value of duration δ x,y with the maximum duration among all users as shown in Equation 17 .
7) Temporal Stability. The stability factor indicates the intensity of the two objects' meetups [26] . SCI + quantifies the average meeting time between a user pair using Equation 18 , noted as µ x,y . Next, as shown in Equation 19, the stability feature: w s (x, y), is the standard deviation of the meeting time between two objects.
8) Geo-Spread. Geo-Spread is the novel feature proposed in our work, which reflects the magnitude of the colocations spread. As shown in Equation 4.
C. EFFECTIVENESS OF GEO-SPREAD FACTOR
The public datasets only have one type of check-in trajectory.
All of the check-in records have location the IDs associated. Therefore, we skip the step for the spatio-temporal resonance honeycomb construction. We detect the co-occurrence events with 1 hour time window. To train the classifiers, we split the dataset into 70% for training and 30% for testing. Firstly, to set the baseline, we co-relate each factor to the labeled samples. The features can be divided into spatial and temporal sections. The spatial features include
frequency(SF), personal popularity(SPP), global popularity(SGP), diversity(SD) while the temporal features consist of interval(TG), duration(TD), stability(TS).
We notate Geo-Spread as SGS in short. All the single features are listed in the spatial and temporal sections in Figure 7a .
Secondly, for classification, we compare Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, ANN, and Random Forest, and choose Random Forest at last since it performs the best. We also apply Random Forest against the feature sets selected by EBM and PGT to demonstrate the difference brought by classifiers. In Figure 7b , EBM(RF) and PGT(RF) are the Random Forest version of EBM and PGT, respectively.
Afterward, we apply the state-of-the-art methods: Swarm, EBM, PGT, SCI + on both public and real-world datasets. As shown in Figure 7c , Swarm counts the frequency of the co-occurrence events, which is the same as using the single feature SF. EBM utilizes SD and SGP with linear regression algorithm. PGT relies on the product of the scores of SPP, SGP and TG. SCI + employs random forest on the top of five features: SF, SD, SGP, TD and TS.
In the end, we utilize all the features to train the classifiers until we find the feature combination that achieves the best performance. Finally, we employ the area under the ROC curve (AUC) by each combo and carry out the comparison.
After assembling all the AUC values in Figure 7 , we can make the following observations. 1) Geo-spread proposed in our study is an important indicator, w.r.t inferring social connections based on spatio-temporal co-locations. SGS alone, as a single feature, it achieves the AUC score of 0.6736 on average on the public datasets, which is much better than a random guess. It also gains reasonable high AUC score among all eight features listed in Figure 7a . Further, SGS is even more sensitive to the real dataset, which makes it a much more valuable feature for our scenario. The models with SGS outperforms the ones without it. As shown in Figure 7b , we take EBM case as an example to prove the point. In Figure 7b , EBM(RF) utilizes Random Forest with two features: SD and SGP. Meanwhile, the Resonance-1 in Figure 7c uses features: SD, SGP and SGS. In this case, SGS is the only difference between the two models. Resonance-1 outperforms EBM(RF) on every dataset, 0.9255 to 0.9137 on Gowalla, 0.8417 to 0.8337 on Brightkite, 0.9691 to 0.8932 on real-world dataset. We can see the same phenomenon between SCI + and Resonance-2. These prove that SGS is a useful indicator for predicting social relationships. 2) Classification algorithm assists in determining the weights of features effectively. Some methods combine different scores arbitrarily to produce the final prediction. However, these approaches have to make some assumptions on what factors contribute more than others. Further, these methods need to concern about how to balance the scales of different features. Taking PGT as an example, the researchers achieve the final scores by calculating the product of personal and global weights. PGT choose product rather than sum because the product is much less sensitive to the difference in scale. However, given the same set of feature sets, the classifiers always produce better AUC values. As shown in Figure 7b , the random forest version of PGT, namely PGT(RF), which results in AUC values 0.9255, 0.8831 on Gowalla and Brightkite datasets. The corresponding AUC values of the original version of PGT itself are 0.6100 and 0.5665. The performance margins are 31.55% and 31.66%, respectively. We observe the same phenomenon on other feature set combinations as well. In other words, given labeled targets, it is much more efficient to adopt classification algorithms to assist the feature weighting and achieve better results. We also find that it is difficult and time-consuming to get the parameters for EBM and PGT set up properly.
Since the parameter tuning is not the focus of our study, so we set up parameters in the experiment as the followings: a) q = 0.1 for Renyi Entropy in EBM. b) c = 0.2 for temporal factor(TG) in PGT. c) c = 1.5 for personal factor(SPP) in PGT. In our experiment, we evaluate the performance of different classification algorithms: Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), and Random Forest. The experiment results demonstrate that Random Forest achieves the best performance overall. Since studying the difference among different classifiers is also beyond the scope of our research, we move on and select Random Forest as the classification for our framework.
3) Different features offer different contributions vary-
ing from dataset to dataset. In the experiment, we notice that different datasets are sensitive to various features. In Figure 7a , if we look into factors SD and SGS as examples, they have relatively low sensitivity on the public dataset Gowalla and Brightkite, with AUC values of 0.6635 and 0.6736 on average, respectively. However, for the real-world dataset in our case, they have much higher AUC values, rocketing to 0.9011 and 0.9152 correspondingly, which are extremely sensitive. Additionally, we find that the best performance on the real-world dataset is from Resonance-2. As shown in Figure 7c , this combination produces the best AUC of 0.9707 in our case while it has 0.9253 and 0.8831 on Gowalla and Brightkite, respectively. It is the No.1 feature combo on the real-world dataset, but it does not perform the best on Gowalla and Brightkite datasets. It proves the point that there is no combo wining all cases and different feature sets have different sensitivities w.r.t different datasets. Therefore, in our method, we evaluate all the features using classification algorithms and choose the combo producing the best AUC score.
D. COMPARISON TO STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
To compare the performance of Resonance against the stateof-the-art methods, we compare Swarm [20] , EBM [24] , PGT [25] , SCI + [26] to our method. We combine different feature sets with SGS and employs Random Forest as the classifier.
In Figure 7c , the Resonance-3 has the best AUC average score of 0.9299 on the public datasets, which outperforms the existing methods of SCI + : 0.9024, EBM: 0.8670, PGT: 0.5882, Swarm: 0.6654. Further, in Figure 8a and 8b, The red dotted lines represent the ROC curves of the Resonance models. They are the closest to the up-left corners, which also indicate the better performance against the previous methods.
E. OUR METHOD ON REAL-WORLD SURVEILLANCE DATA
Due to the data and privacy protection regulations, we can not reveal the data in any form from the law enforcement agencies. Therefore, we only share the results of our framework on the real-world surveillance dataset for illustration.
The real-world dataset consists of multiple types of trajectory data, including the trajectories from traffic cams, face recognition, WiFi detectors, hotel check-ins, etc. In our experiment, we only demonstrate two kinds of trajectories: vehicles and cell phones. The results shared here, in which the trajectories are captured by traffic cams and the mobile base stations, respectively. With the practical experiences, the intelligence analysts deeply study and analyze the subject pairs we provide as candidates. They manage to have 1057 vehicle-phone pairs labeled, which consists of 459 of positive and 598 of negative samples. We apply the first two steps: Spatio-temporal honeycomb construction and co-location event collection, on the dataset. First, together with domain experts, we cluster the different types of sensors with the maximum reachable distance (MRD) set to 1 kilometer and detect the co-occurrence events using a sliding window with a length of 1 hour.
After all the co-location events collected. We calculate all the features listed in 7a and apply all the state-of-the-art methods. As shown in Figure 9 , the Resonance framework: Resonance-2, which utilizes SF, SD, SGP, TS, TD, SGS features with Random Forest classifier. It produces AUC score of 0.9707, which outperforms EBM 0.8451 by 12.56%, PGT 0.4988 by 47.19%, SCI + 0.9269 by 4.38%, Swarm 0.6068 by 36.39% margins.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose an intelligence analysis framework, namely Resonance, for social connection inferring via mining co-occurrence patterns over multiplex trajectories. The proposed framework firstly constructs a spatio-temporal honeycomb for co-occurrence detection. Secondly, it detects the co-locations with a sliding-window approach. Thirdly, it designs a novel feature: Geo-Spread, to capture the extent of the co-locations spread. In the end, it utilizes the Random Forest classifier for social connection prediction. Extensive experiments on both the public and the real-world surveillance datasets. The results show that the proposed framework outperforms the existing methods by producing significantly better performance in discovering the hidden social connections.
Future research directions include a solution to adapt the model to new situations, such as different geographical environments, different types of sensors. Another direction is to increase the model's effectiveness when criminals start to adopt this model, for example, creating some co-occurrence events as a disguise, avoiding spatial-temporal meetup and so on. Spatial-temporal connections, in conjunction with telecommunications, financial transactions, social relationships, to better infer the social connections between objects.
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